
Report on Workshop of SEA 22.02.2021



Report on the session between 2 to 3pm.

Introduction on the resource person was given by Dr.Elvina Pereira.
Ms. Sanchi Bohra has a background in psychology and an international certification in Soft
Skills. She is the founder of Ikegai - Education Labs.

Ms. Bohra started the session with a video from the Munna Bhai MBBS movie. We were asked
to turn on our cameras and Ms. Bohra said that only if our videos (i.e. the teachers) are on, the
students will be motivated to turn on their cameras. Ma’am then asked us if we would accept the
admission of Munna Bhai, if we were the dean of the college.
She moved on to discuss the attributes of being a teacher in the 21st century - savvy with tech,
soft skills, interpersonal…
Ma’am then set some “Essential agreements” - ground rules for the session ahead.

Ma’am showed two images - one of an affluent background and the other a beggar. She
introduced the topic of First impression being important - demeanor, dress.
She said that the World is opening up, but the psychology of first impressions doesn't change
much. Ma’am had a session on ‘first impressions trivia’, where we were asked questions at
random, it was a fun activity.
Ma’am taught us the First impressions Essentials - BAD - Body Language: Posture, eye contact,
smile, handshake. She Gave examples and discussed the Do’s and Don'ts.

She covered the following: Handshake - The right way, Self Introduction. The two of us were
assigned to do a short Role Play - Daya and Marilyn wherein Marilyn had to introduce Daya to
the principal as a new teacher. Ma’am brought out the importance of Group Introduction -
wherein the Higher Authority gets introduced first. She further spoke about having the Right
Attitude -and its Do’s and Don'ts. She used the Frozen Movie scene  as an example to state the
misinterpretation of body language. She used a phrase that was very impactful for ones
professional life i.e.‘Cementing your place in the organization’
She finally spoke about clothing and shoes: 55% of your first impression depends on the
dressing. She gave Clothing tips for men - colours and style and Clothing tips for women.

Post break
Report on the session between 3 to 4 pm

Game played
● Something that’s black
● What you want to eat
● Closest to your heart



7 Case studies discussed.
Students divided in groups in breakout rooms
The case study had real life situations that have happened or could happen in schools. Students
discussed it to understand how it can have a practical solution to these problematic situations.

Group 1 had the scenario about a colleague who isn't sharing responsibility with you.
Solution: speak to the authority since you already tried to talk about.

Group 2 had the scenario about meeting the Parent of a slow learner with behavioural issues.
Every teacher has a complaint against him.
Solution: Make the parents feel comfortable, get their confidence then talk to the parents and the
atmosphere at home. The child is exposed to violent people/ video games etc. Goto counsellor.

Group 3
Someone is pilfering belongings from their class.
Solution: Ask the culprit to come out by themselves. Check CCTV cameras. Corrective measures
will be taken. Take the child into confidence. Make the students understand. Speak to parents.
Find out the root cause. Finding out the truth is the first step. Investigate. Role plays  with similar
scenarios can be used. Behaviour modelling.

Group 4
Brilliant student’s grade has been falling recently. FAther blames the Teacher (you). Calmly deal
with the situation. Ask not to play the blame game.  Get the parent into confidence. As a teacher
you can be alert and have the background information about the students. Speak to the previous
teacher. Reach out to the parent before the open day. Open house can then be used to discuss the
progress

Group 5
Colleague is going through a family crisis. Comes to school everyday but isn't motivated to
engage students in her class.
Solution: discuss with the colleague. Consult counsellor, Take co teaching classes.

Group 6
Personal challenge during the pandemic. Unable to complete the tasks
Solution: Scheduling tasks, time management, Prioritising, communicating with peers or seniors
about the problem faced. If tasks can be delegated to other people. Minimising distractions.

Group 7



Your colleague is skipping on doing the work as the work was said orally and there was
confusion and no clarity in the work to be done. Head of school has contacted you about the
delay in completion.
Solution: Documentation, emailing is very important. Do it from the beginning. To avoid any
problems later.

Workplace and Meeting Etiquettes were discussed

Career limiting behaviour was discussed to be aware about.
Address by surnames. Maintain Professional rapport with colleagues.
Stick to your commitments. Balance between prioritizing and being a team player.
Distance yourself from gossip.

Communication shutdowns to be replaced by tactful communication

Strategies to improve Communication Skills
Tone
Listening
Documentation
Follow up and close the loop

Final points
Camera angle should be good
Clean clear ppt. Not to flashy
Sample CV will be sent

Session ended with a formal Vote of Thanks by Nicole Fernandes.
Dr. Elvina Perira gave a short vote of thanks too.
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